Generating music has a few notable differences from generating images and videos. First, music is an art of time, necessitating a temporal model. Second, music is usually composed of multiple instruments/tracks, with close interaction with one another. Each track has its own temporal dynamics, but collectively they unfold over time interdependently. Lastly, for symbolic domain music generation, the targeted output is sequences of discrete musical events, not continuous values. In this paper, we propose and study three generative adversarial networks (GANs) for symbolic-domain multi-track music generation, using a data set of 127,731 MIDI bars of pop/rock music. The three models, which differ in the underlying model assumption and accordingly the network architecture, are referred to as the jamming model, composer model, and hybrid model, respectively. We propose a few intra-track and inter-track objective metrics to examine and compare their generation result, in addition to a subjective evaluation. We show that our models can learn from the noisy MIDI files and generate coherent music of four bars right from scratch (i.e. without human inputs). We also propose extensions of our models to facilitate human-AI cooperative music creation: given the piano track composed by human we can generate four additional tracks in return to accompany it.
Introduction
Generating realistic and aesthetic pieces have been considered as one of the most exciting tasks in AI. Thanks to the revolution of deep neural networks, recent years have seen major progress in generating images, videos and text, notably using a generative model called generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014; Radford, Metz, and Chintala 2015; Vondrick, Pirsiavash, and Torralba 2016; Saito and Matsumoto 2016; Tulyakov et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2017) . Similar attempts have also been made to generate music (see the Related Work section), but the task remains challenging due to the following reasons.
First, music is an art of time. As shown in Figure 1 , music has a hierarchical structure, with higher-level building blocks (e.g. a phrase) made up of smaller recurrent patterns (e.g. a bar). People pay attention to structural patterns related to coherence, rhythm, tension, and the emotion flow (Herremans and Chew 2017) while listening to music. Therefore, a mechanism to account for the temporal structure is critical. Second, music is usually composed of multiple tracks. A symphony orchestra contains a large ensemble of string and brass instruments, and a rock band often consists of vocal, guitar, bass and drums. These tracks interact with one another closely and unfold over time interdependently. In the music theory, we can find extensive discussion on composition disciplines for relating sounds, such as harmony (Tymoczko 2010) and counterpoint (Jeppesen 2013) .
Lastly, while the target output for image and video generation is usually continuous pixel values, in symbolic domain music generation the target output is discrete (more specifically, binary), for music represents a sequence of discrete musical events corresponding to the on and off of musical notes from different instruments (Raffel and Ellis 2016) . In consequence, success in image and video generation may not be readily generalizable to music generation.
As a result, existing works on music generation are usually limited in certain aspects. Examples include: enforcing temporal structure with the more expensive recurrent neural network (RNN) design (Mogren 2016), generating only single-track music Roberts et al. 2016; Bretan, Weinberg, and Heck 2016; Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017) , requiring user input (Chu, Urtasun, and Fidler 2016) , focusing on one specific genre (Hadjeres and Pachet 2016) , or dealing with audio-domain, continuous-valued generation (van den Oord et al. 2016; Blaauw and Bonada 2017) .
The goal of this work is to build a neural music generator that is free of these limitations, based on state-of-the-art convolutional GANs (Gulrajani et al. 2017) . Specifically, we propose the idea of intra-track and inter-track discriminative feedbacks, and develop a multi-loss training procedure to train the adversarial network for generating multi-track music. The intra-track feedbacks are used to generate each individual track, just like a music teacher specialized in one specific instrument. And, the inter-track feedback serves as a composer or a band leader, who tries to evaluate the joint performance of all the musicians (tracks) in the play. To investigate their effectiveness, we build a 'jamming' GAN that uses only the intra-track loss, a 'composer' GAN that uses only the inter-track loss, and a 'hybrid' GAN that uses both.
Moreover, we propose two methods to incorporate a temporal model to our networks, either by viewing time as an additional dimension to be generated by the networks, or by learning to follow the temporal structure of a track given a priori by human. The latter one can be applied to human-AI cooperative music generation, or music accompaniment (Raphael 2010; Roberts et al. 2016) .
In our implementation, all the parameters of the neural networks are learned from a collection of discrete-valued MIDI files (Raffel 2016) , which are composed of mainly pop/rock music containing possibly noisy score of the following five tracks: bass, drum, guitar, piano, and strings.
We further propose a few intra-track and inter-track objective measures and use them to monitor the learning process and to evaluate the generation result quantitatively. We also report a user study involving 144 listeners for a subjective evaluation of the result of different networks.
To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first attempt to develop a GAN model that can deal with the aforementioned three challenges at the same time, even not seen in other domains: sequential, multi-track, and discretevalued generation. Moreover, because our model is one type of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), it is supposed to run faster than RNN-based models and is more easily parallelized (van den Oord et al. 2016; Gehring et al. 2017) . We dub our model as the multi-track sequential generative adversarial network, or MuseGAN for short. Although we focus on music generation in this paper, the design is fairly generic and we hence hope it will be adapted to generate multi-track sequences in other domains as well.
In what follows, we give a brief introduction to GANs first, and then present details of the proposed model.
Generative Adversarial Networks
The core concept of GAN is to achieve adversarial learning by constructing two networks: the generator 'G' and the discriminator 'D' (Goodfellow et al. 2014) . The generator aims at converting a random noise sampled from a prior distribution into a realistic artificial data, whereas the discriminator has to distinguish real data from those generated by the generator. While training, both networks will be updated simultaneously by solving the following min-max game:
(1) where x andx = G(z) represent the real and artificial data sampled respectively from the distributions p data and p G , and z is a vector of random values. By solving Eq. (1), the distributions p data and p G would become closer and optimally identical when they reach the Nash equilibrium. Follow-up research found major issues in Eq.
(1) and suggested the following alternative formulation to stabilize the training process and to avoid the issue of mode collapsing (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017) :
Eq. (2) minimizes the Earth Movers distance, or Wasserstein distance, between p data and p G , giving rise to the name Wasserstein GAN (WGAN). Later on, (Gulrajani et al. 2017) proposed to add a gradient penalty (GP) term to the objective function of the discriminator, for some favorable properties of the learning process. The objective function of the discriminator becomes:
where ∇(·) is the gradient operator. Model learning with Eq. (3) is found to generate high-quality result with faster convergence and less parameters tuning. Therefore, we resort to this WGAN-GP model as our generative adversarial model. Figure 2 shows the so-called piano-roll representation of two MIDI fragments, each having five tracks. As can be seen, a piano-roll representation is a binary-valued, scoresheetlike matrix representing the presence of notes over different time steps. The horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis represent notes (from low-pitched to high-pitched ones). Each MIDI fragment in Figure 2 has multiple bars, but the piano-roll of a bar is still a (narrower) matrix.
Proposed Model Data Representation
Following (Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017) , we take bars as the basic unit of music. Harmonic changes (e.g. chord changes) usually occur at the boundary of bars. Moreover, when composing songs, human beings often use bars as the building blocks. There is a piano-roll for the music of each Note that we do not show the real data x, which will also be fed to the discriminator(s).
bar, each track, both for the real and the generated data (i.e. the desired output). As this matrix has a fixed size, we can use convolutions in our D and G to learn patterns.
Modeling the Multi-track Interdependency
For human beings, there are typically two ways to create pop music. Given a group of musicians playing different instruments, they can create music by improvising music without a predefined arrangement, a.k.a. jamming. Or, we can have a composer who arranges different instruments with knowledge of harmonic structure and instrumentation. Musicians will then follow the composition and play the music.
We design two generative models corresponding to these two composition approaches. In the jamming model, multiple generators work independently and generate music of its own track from a different random vector z i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }, where M denotes the number of generators (or tracks). Moreover, these generators receive critics (i.e. backpropogated supervisory signal used to update model parameters) from different discriminators, whom we refer to as intra-track discriminative feedbacks. As illustrated in Figure 3 (a), to generate music of M = 5 tracks, we need five generators and five discriminators (or '5G5D' for short).
In contrast, in the composer model, one single generator creates a multi-channel piano-roll, with each channel representing a specific track, as shown in Figure 3 (b) . This model requires only one input random vector z (which may be viewed as the intention of the composer) and one discriminator. This discriminator examines the M tracks collectively to tell whether the input music is real or fake, and then provides inter-track discriminative feedback to the generator. Regardless of the value of M , we always need only '1G1D.'
Combining the idea of jamming and composing, we further propose a hybrid model that exploits both intra-and inter-track discriminative feedbacks. As illustrated in Fig sic of M tracks. Each generator takes as inputs an inter-track random vector z and an intra-track random vector z i . We expect that the inter-track random vector can coordinate the generation of different musicians (G i ), just like a composer does. Moreover, we use only one discriminator to evaluate the M tracks collectively. For M = 5, we need five generators and just one discriminator, or '5G1D. ' A major difference between the composer model and the hybrid model lies in flexibility-in the hybrid model we can use different network architectures (e.g. number of layers, filter size) and different inputs for the M generators. Therefore, we can for example vary the generation of one specific track without losing the inter-track interdependency.
Modeling the Temporal Structure
The models presented above can only generate multi-track music bar by bar, with possibly no coherence among the bars. We need a temporal model to generate music of a few bars long, such as a musical phrase (cf. Figure 1) . We design two methods to achieve this, as described below.
Generation from scratch (T1) The first method aims to generate fixed-length musical phrases by viewing bar progression as another dimension to grow the generator, as shown in Figure 4(a) . The generator G consists of two parts, the temporal structure generator G temp and the bar generator G bar . Let z t be the time-dependent random vectors and T the number of bars per phrase. G temp takes z t as input and generates (using 1D convolutions) for each bar a latent vector, which carries temporal information. The latent vector is then used by G bar to generate music sequentially:
(4) The collection of G(z t ) (t) over time becomes a tensor. We note that similar idea has been used by (Saito and Matsumoto 2016) for video generation.
Track-conditional generation (T2) The second method assumes that one specific track − → x (of T bars) is given by human, and tries to learn the temporal structure underlying that track and to generate the remaining tracks and complete the song. As shown in Figure 4(b) , the generator G now sequentially generates bars one after another with the conditional bar generator − − → G bar , which takes two inputs, a random noise z and one bar of the given track − → x (t) , and generates a bar conditioned on that track. We achieve such a conditional generation by projecting − → x (t) to the space of z (and then concatenate them) via an encoder E, which is another CNN that functions as the conditioner named by (Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017) . We have accordingly,
where • denotes vector concatenation. Notably, the encoder is forced to extract inter-track features instead of intra-track features from the given track, since intra-track features are supposed to be not useful for generating the other tracks.
To our knowledge, incorporating a temporal model in this way is new. It requires human input but it can find applications in human-AI cooperative generation (Raphael 2010) .
MuseGAN
We now present MuseGAN, an integration and extension of the proposed multi-track and temporal structure models. As shown in Figure 5 , the input to MuseGAN, denoted asz, is composed of four parts: an inter-track time-independent random vectors z, an intra-track time-independent random vectors z i , an inter-track time-dependent random vectors z t and an intra-track time-dependent random vectors z t,i . Firstly, the temporal structure generators, G temp and G temp,i , take the time-dependent vectors z t and z t,i respectively, as their inputs and both output a series of latent features containing temporal information. Secondly, the latent features from G temp and G temp,i are concatenated respectively with the time-independent random vectors z and z i , and then fed to the bar generator G bar , who generates bars sequentially:
.
(6) Lastly, we use the tensor {G i (z) (t) } M,T i,t=1 as the artificial datax to train the discriminator D along with real data x, based on the WGAN-GP (Gulrajani et al. 2017 ).
For the track-conditional scenario, an additional encoder E is responsible for extracting useful inter-track features from the user-provided track. This can be done analogously as T2 so we omit the details due to space limitation.
Implementation Dataset and Preprocessing
We employed the matched subset of the Lakh MIDI dataset (LMD) 1 (Raffel 2016) as the training dataset, for it provides a rich collection of real-world MIDI files and some associated meta-data. We used the python library pretty midi (Raffel and Ellis 2014) to extract the piano-rolls from the files. To our best knowledge, this work may represent the first one that uses this dataset for music generation. We refer readers to (Raffel and Ellis 2016) for an introduction of the MIDI format and some noted issues in LMD.
According to our experience, using LMD for music generation has a few pitfalls, mostly because of the mapping between tracks and MIDI channels. As these MIDI files are often user-generated, the mapping is error-prone (Raffel and Ellis 2016) . We performed three steps of data cleansing.
First, because there is no clear way to identify which track plays the melody and which plays the chords (Raffel and Ellis 2016) , we cannot categorize the piano-rolls into melody, rhythm and drum tracks as some previous work did (Chu, Urtasun, and Fidler 2016) and (Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017) . We instead divided each MIDI file into five tracks: bass (B), drum (D), guitar (G), piano (P) and strings (S). Moreover, we only picked songs that are tagged as 'Rock' songs. Although the genre tags are also error-prone, doing so reduces the number of empty bars in these tracks.
Second, even by filtering the songs with genre tag, some of the tracks still tend to play only a few notes in the entire songs. This increases data sparsity and impedes the learning process. We dealt with such a data imbalance issue by merging similar instruments into one of the aforementioned tracks, by summing the corresponding piano-rolls. For instruments that are hard to be categorized, we simply considered them as part of the strings, for strings represents the largest minority. Doing so introduces noises to our data, but empirically we found it better than having empty bars. Table 1 : Intra-track evaluation for bass (B), guitar (G), strings (S) and piano (P) (values closer to the first row are better) Finally, we discarded songs that are not in C key or do not use four-beat time signatures. For each bar, we set the width (time resolution) to 96 for modeling common temporal patterns such as triplets, 16th notes and (the minimal one) 32th notes. We set the height to 84 to cover pitches from C1 to C8. The size of a data tensor per bar is hence 96 (time step) × 84 (note) × 5 (track). We got totally 127,731 bars for training.
Training Data for the Temporal Model
We need to combine the bars into phrases to train our temporal model. However, this cannot be done arbitrarily, to ensure that the phrases are musically meaningful. Therefore, we instead obtained phrases by using a state-of-the-art music segmentation algorithm called the "structural features" (Serrà et al. 2012) , available in the MSAF toolbox 2 (Nieto and Bello 2016) to segment the MIDI files of LMD. The segmentation worked quite well. We considered four bars as a phrase, and accordingly pruned longer segments into proper size. Finally, we got 50,266 phrases in total.
Model Implementation Details
We refer readers to the appendix for details of the network architecture. We only note here a few important settings:
• As suggested by (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017) , we found it beneficial to use batch normalization (BN) only for G. Moreover, we update D more times than G.
• Similar to MidiNet (Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017) , in our G, the first few layers learn to grow the temporal dimension, whereas the latter layers grow the notes.
• By the end of G we used tanh as the activation function, and then binarized the result by setting the threshold to 0.
The training time for each model is less than 24 hours with a Tesla K40m GPU.
Objective Metrics for Evaluation
To evaluate our models, we design several metrics that can be calculated from both the training (real) data and the generated data. By comparing the values computed from the real and generated data, we can get an idea of how good our generator is. This concept is the same as the one in GANs-the 2 https://github.com/urinieto/msaf distributions of real and fake data should be close. We have four intra-track and one (the last one) inter-track metrics:
• EB: ratio of empty bars (in %).
• UPC: number of used pitch classes per bar (from 1 to 12).
• QN: ratio of "qualified" notes (in %). If the length of one notes is less than three time steps (i.e. a 32th note), we consider it as noise, or an unqualified note. QN shows whether the generated music is overly fragmented.
• NIS: ratio of notes in the C scale (in %).
• TD: or tonal distance (Harte, Sandler, and Gasser 2006) . It measures the hamornicity between a pair of tracks. Larger TD implies weaker harmonic inter-track relations.
Analysis of Training Data
We apply these metrics to the training data to gain a greater understanding of the LMD. The result is shown in the first rows of Tables 1 and 2 . From UPC, we find that bass tends to play the melody, and guitar, strings and piano tend to play the chords (UPC around 3). The values of TD is around 1.50 when measuring the distance between melody-like track (i.e. bass) and chord-like track (e.g. piano), and around 1.00 for two chord-like tracks. If we shuffle the train data by pairing five tracks of one bar randomly, TD will slightly increase by 0.10. The other metrics reveal how noisy the data is. For example, because we require our data in C key, it is unexpected to see that the NIS is only around 40-70%. This suggests that the key information in LMD is also error-prone, which also increases the difficulty of our work.
Experiments Generation From Scratch
Training We firstly study the training process of the composer model for generation from scratch, to gain insights. Figure 7 (a) shows the training loss of D (solid line) as a function of training steps. We see that it decreases rapidly in the beginning and then saturates. However, there is a mild growing trend after the point 'B' marked on the graph, suggesting that G starts to learn something after that. We show in Figure 6 the generated piano-rolls at the five points marked on Figure 7 (a). We see an interesting evolution of the generated piano-rolls. we can already see cluster of points gathering at the bottom of the piano-roll for bass. For guitar, strings and piano, they also learn the duration of the notes. These results show that G indeed becomes better along with the training process.
We also show the values of two objective metrics in Figure  7 . From subfigure (b) we see that G can ultimately learn the proper number of pitch classes; and from (c) we see that QN remains lower than that of the training data even at the end, suggesting room for further improving our G. These show that a researcher can employ these metrics to study the generated result, before launching a subjective test.
Testing After training, we use our models to generate 20,000 bars and evaluate their quality in terms of the objective metrics. The result is shown in the middle rows of Tables 1 and 2 . For comparison, we also show in Table 1 the result of an ablated version of the composer model, which does not use BN at all. This ablated model barely learns anything, so its values can be taken as a reference.
For the intra-track metrics, we see that the jamming model tends to perform the best. This is possibly because it is originally designed to focus on each individual tracks. From UPC, we see that all our models tend to produce more than four notes at the same time, suggesting that some noise might have been produced. Another important observation is that all the three models obtain fairly low QN, compared to that of the training set. This suggests that the generated music still contains too many fragmented notes. This is related to the way we binarize continuous-valued output of G to create the sequence of discrete notes. We do not have a smart solution yet and leave this as a future work.
For the inter-track metric TD (Table 2) , on the other hand, we see that the music generated by the jamming model has weaker harmonic relation cross tracks. The TD for the composer and hybrid models are much lower, suggesting that these two may be more appropriate for multi-track generation. Moreover, we see that these two models perform similarly across different combinations of tracks. This is encouraging, because we know that the hybrid model may not have traded performance for its flexibility.
Example Result Figure 8 shows the piano-rolls of six phrases generated by the hybrid model. Some observations:
• The bass usually plays the lowest pitches and it is mostly monophonic (i.e. playing the melody).
• The drum often has clear 8-or 16-beat rhythmic patterns.
• The other three tracks tend to play the chords, and their pitches sometimes overlap (creating the black lines), indicating nice harmonic relations.
More examples of the generated piano-rolls and MIDIs can be found in the appendix and our project webpagehttps://salu133445.github.io/musegan/. 
Track-conditional Generation
We use the piano tracks from the training data as the condition to generate the other four tracks per song. In terms of either the intra-track (shown in Table 1 ) or the inter-track (Table 5) metrics, we do not see much difference between the result of track-conditional generation and generation from scratch. This suggests that the two temporal models are comparable. The only notable difference lies in the result of NIS: the provided piano track seems to inform well (via the encoder) the intended scale information to the other tracks and improves the NIS for all the three models.
User Study
Finally, we conducted a listening test. 144 subjects were recruited from the Internet via our social circles. 44 of them are deemed 'pro user,' according to a simple questionnaire probing their musical background. Each subject had to listen to nine music clips generated by our models in random order, after being quantized by sixteenth notes. Each clip consists of three four-bar phrases. The subject rated the phrases in terms of whether they 1) have pleasant harmony, 2) have unified rhythm, 3) have clear musical structure, 4) are coherent, and 5) the overall rating, in Likert scale from 1 to 5. Result shown in Table 3 leads to the following observations:
• Our model performs slightly better in 'from scratch' than in 'track-conditional.' The scores fall within 2.30 to 3.44, which is not bad but suggests room for improvement.
• We receive higher scores in 'R'hythmic, showing that we learn better in generating drums.
• For pro users, the ordering of the three models is usually jammer≺composer≺hybrid. The hybrid model is also preferred by non-pros for generation from scratch.
Related Work
Video Generation Similar to music generation, video generation also requires a temporal model. and the other for generating a set of latents to account for the scene dynamics. The second generator in TGAN can be seen as a temporal model. By concatenating prior random noise with the generated latents as input to the generator, it also can produce convincing results. More recently, Moco-GAN (Tulyakov et al. 2017) further extended this concept and used an RNN for the temporal model. Despite of the differences between video and music generation, our model design is inspired by these prior arts. We are interested in testing our model on video generation in future work.
Music Generation As reviewed by (Briot, Hadjeres, and Pachet 2017) , a surging number of neural networks have been proposed lately for music generation. Many are based on RNNs, such as DeepBach (Hadjeres and Pachet 2016) , MelodyRNN , folk-rnn (Sturm et al. 2016) and Song from PI (Chu, Urtasun, and Fidler 2016) . DeepBach can generate four-track music, but only in the specific style of J. S. Bach. Song from PI used a hierarchical RNN model to generate multi-track music involving melody, chord and percussion, but it requires human input to provide the temporal model. WaveNet, which directly generated raw waveforms, is a CNN-based model. However, audio-domain generation is fairly different from symbolic-domain generation. Some recent work have started to explore using GANs for generating music, such as CRNN-GAN (Mogren 2016) and MidiNet (Yang, Chou, and Yang 2017 ). Yet, these two prior arts only generated a single melody track.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a novel convolutional GAN model for multi-track sequence generation. We have also implemented such a model for generating MIDIs of pop/rock music using a large-scale yet noisy dataset. In addition, we showed that we can gain insights into the model learning process via a few objective metrics. The model we trained can start to learn something about music, but musically and aesthetically it is still far behind the level of human musicians. However, the model still has a few desirable properties, and we hope follow-up research can further improve it.
Generator G consists of four 1-D transposed convolutional layers along time (to grow the temporal dimension) and two 1-D transposed convolution layers along the pitch axis (to grow the notes) successively. Following (Gulrajani et al. 2017) , we use batch normalization (BN) only in G.
Discriminator D consists of five 1-D convolutional layers and one fully-connected layer. For LReLU (leakly rectified linear unit), the negative slope is set to 0.2.
Encoder E has a reverse architecture as the generator. To compress the representation of inter-track interdependency, we constrain the number of filters of each layer to 16. To speed up the training of the network, we also apply skip connections between hidden layers of E and G, as that proposed in U-Net (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) .
Training For the generation from scratch model (T1), the training procedure can be represented as:
where θ D and θ G denote the parameters of discriminators and generators, respectively, and the λ is the learning rate. Following (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017), we update our discriminator more times than generator. For the trackconditional generation model (T2), we update the encoder in a way similar to the generators:
where θ E is the parameters of the encoder. Moreover, we use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) optimizer with α = 0.001, β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.9.
Post-processing Before feeding to a MIDI synthesizer, we reduce the temporal resolution of the generated piano-rolls by quantizing at 16 beats to avoid fragmented notes. Table 5 shows the result of inter-track evaluation for trackconditional generation, which is not shown as part of Table  2 in the paper due to space limit.
Appendix B Supplementary Result

